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Abstract

The historic cloisonné quality of art research and academic training is 
reflected to varying degrees in its festivals and trade fairs. But since 
the advent of micro and DIY electronics, practitioners of art have 
increasingly crossed such boundaries with ease. 

To what extent are these practices reflected in festivals and shows today? 

Highlights observed in 2009 at Sonár (Barcelona), ars electronica (Linz), 
and Art Basel illustrate the state of the art and suggest trends and 
aesthetic implications from a musicological perspective.
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Background



Transmediale 2005

• 1st Prize: Video Suburbs of 
the Void (2004)

• By Thomas Köner (born 
1965)

• http://www.koener.de/suburbs
ofthevoid.htm

• Review
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Sónar 2009



Sónar Day

Sónar Night

• 2009: limited means, 
venues and events 
closed

• Night concerts for 
large audiences 
(60,000 visitors)

• ‘Off’ venues 
illustrate trends

• (Review to appear in 
CMJ)



Hangar – Arduino Workshop Niu Gallery – Interactive Art

Performance

Links at: http://shintanis.blogspot.com/



ars electronica 2009



Ars Electronica Center – Façade 

• 40,000 light-emitting 
diodes (LEDs)

• LED façade lighting 
installation is the 
largest of its kind in 
Europe

• Planned and installed 
by Multivision, a firm 
based in nearby 
Marchtrenk

• Linz: European 
Culture Capital 2009

• http://www.aec.at/cent
er_about_en.php

Source: rubra



Bill Fontana

• Speeds of Time – Versions 1 
and 2 (2004)

• Golden Nica for Digital 
Musics

• American, born 1947

• Sound clip

• http://resoundings.org/Pages/
Speeds_of_Time.html

• Catalog CyberArts 2009: 
www.prixars.aec.at or 
www.hatjecantz.com
DVD available from Jussi Parikka



Lawrence Malstaf

• Nemo Observatorium (2000)

• Golden Nica for Interactive 
Art (not interactive; but 
demonstrates ‘embodiment’)

• Belgian, born 1972

• http://www.fortlaan17.com/art
ists/lawrence-malstaf/

• On DVD CyberArts 2009



Art Basel 2009



Francisco Ruiz de Infante

• Home Cinema no 1: Devolver
Serie Laboratorio de Ficciones
(2009)

• Born 1966

• Multimedia installations; 
occasionally works with 
composer

• DIY as art informel

• http://www.elbabenitez.com/arti
stas/ruiz_infante/enter.html



Francisco Ruiz de Infante

• Home Cinema no 1: Devolver
(Serie Laboratorio de 
Ficciones (2009)



Hanna Schwarz

• Living in a Box (2009)

• Born 1975

• Performance and 
installations

• (works with boyfriend, a 
studio musician)

• http://www.dependance.be/s
pip.php?article29
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Andro Wekua

• By the Window (2008)

• Born 1977 (in Georgia; works 
in Zurich)

• http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A
ndro_Wekua
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Trends 1 – Basis

‘Trend’ is defined by change or movement in a position (or lack thereof) over a period 
of time.

Recall our outset positions:

- Abstract: “the historic cloisonné quality of art research and academic training”, also 
ably formulated by Sabine Breitsamer

- Background point of reference: Koener’s Suburbs of the Void (2004) with its 
minimal exploration of media border crossing

*   *   *   *   *

From the examples we have examined from 2009, what trends are now 
ascertainable?



Trends 2 – Movement

1. Increasing miniaturization…

2. Enabling continually increasing ease of access to sound/musical means (DIY).

3. Cooperation between artists; teams.

4. These elements lead to an increasing sophistication of interactivity and interfaces 
due to ease of initial access…

5. All of which leads to a continuation of the increase in mixing media.

SUM: Continuation of breaking down of barriers, mixing of media (Adorno: 
Verfransung).

What are the aesthetic implications thereof?
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Aesthetic Implications 1 – Presuppositions

Western music is built upon expectations developed through centuries of association 
with words (Adorno).

Artists are creating works that invoke complex interactions of image, sound, as well as 
personal interactivity.

They thereby contravene the emphasis and importance of ‘the word’ (iconic turn).

Myriad media are now available: reading (word, graphics), direct bodily sensation, 
musical expectations, sound phenomena, visual contexts… The barriers between 
them are lessening in strength.

They do not function according to handed down theories; nonetheless, these new 
media mixes have proved equally capable of eliciting emotional and intellectual 
reactions and notions.

How do we conceptualize, teach, and train to reflect this changed situation?



The changed situation has vast implications for changes imminent to the musical 
canon (Citron).

We recall elements that build the musical / artistic canon:

• Teaching institutions

• Performance and exhibition venues

• Government subsidies of these

• The concepts and the writing of (music) history, philosophy and aesthetics

Aesthetic Implications 2 – Canon



The above-described trends and implications – taken into consideration together with 
the burst of neuroscientific insights concerning how the brain processes art – make 
re-formulation of existing concepts and theories an urgent matter.

Technology and artists’ usage of them have proceeded faster than our theoretic 
evaluation of them. Our aesthetic and analytic tools are currently inadequate and 
desperately need to catch up with the state of the art and science.

Research and conceptualization on all related topics is the desideratum of the day.

Current art has dissolved old borders between the ‘composing’ Subject, the composed 
Object, and the person perceiving. My personal response to this lacuna is to focus 
research in this area.

Aesthetic Implications 3 – Action



As the poststructuralists made clear, Western thought is based on dualisms. With 
regard to Subject and Object: if art is changing their relationship, or dissolving the 
line separating them, how are our notions of them changing?

What do these changes mean for our handed-down concepts and systems of 
aesthetics?

In view of the situation before us, a plaidoyer for more research on this topic is in 
order.

My research project is entitled: ‘Embodiment’ and ‘the Other’. A Multidisciplinary 
Comparison of Changing Aspects of the Subject in Musical Multimedia Works.

Aesthetic Implications 4 – My Research
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√ Finished !


